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Reduced in vivo levels of FXI have been associated with a lower thrombosis risk while 

interestingly at the same time do not lead to an increased bleeding risk. For this reason, the 

anticoagulant therapy field is shifting toward FXIa inhibition. It is, however, not known if 

increased FXIa levels lead to a higher risk on thrombosis.1 Previous studies were focused on the 

indirect measurement of FXIa by quantification of FXIa-inhibitor complexes via sandwich 

ELISA’s.2 However, detected levels of FXIa by this assay were outside of the physiological 

range due to contact activation with blood drawing, and thus an improved assay for circulating 

FXIa quantification is required. 

 

Aims 

The development of an assay to directly measure the amount of FXIa present in blood by 

isolation of circulating FXIa homodimer by complexation with a multimeric form of natural 

FXIa inhibitor Fasxiator from the banded krait snake (Bugarus Fasciatus).3 Upon isolation, the 

multimeric complex is disrupted resulting in a decrease in affinity of the inhibitor and release of 

FXIa. In subsequent steps, FXIa is quantified using the natural amplification cascade 

(FIX/FVIIIa/FX) as present in the coagulation system. 

 

Methods 

Fasxiator (62 amino acids; 3 disulfide bonds) was synthesized using tBoc-solid phase peptide 

synthesis protocols in two parts, subsequently ligated using native chemical ligation (NCL) and 

folded to obtain the native protein containing 3 disulfide bonds. The inhibitor was modified with 

a desbiotin tag to enable tetramer formation of Fasxiator with avidin. In a proof of concept study 

desbiotin-Fasxiator was coupled to avidin and subsequently used to inhibit FXIa. To 

subsequently release FXIa, the multivalent enzyme-inhibitor complex was incubated with biotin. 

To study the kinetic parameters of FXIa inhibition, Lineweaver Burk plots were made and 

Biacore assays were performed. 

 

Results/ Conclusion   

The Lineweaver Burk plot showed competitive inhibition of FXIa by the monomeric-Fasxiator 

with a Ki of 1 nM, which was 10-fold decreased to 0.1 nM by tetramerization through avidin 

coupling. Subsequently, disruption of the tetrameric Fasxiator-FXIa complex lead to maximal 

dissociation of FXIa and regain of its catalytic activity. The high affinity of the tetrameric 

Fasxiator to FXIa and the dissociation of FXIa when desired, makes the so designed “Catch and 

Release” system a promising approach to measure FXIa in plasma. 
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